It is easy to verify that In view of (8), (9), (10) and (11), we obtain 0 < Re ^y{v(w)+U(w)}dU(w)j = -Re[jyjv(w)+U(w)jdV(w)] . (17) takes the fonn In particular, if in (21) we put o^ = <x 2 = 1 and take limit with 1 "^"z » then we obtain
The expression {f»&} = -["f^^fj"] is known as the Schwarzian of the function f. Hence, inequality (22) gives an estimation of the Schwarzian in the class K. We shall sbjow in the sequel that this estimation is exact. The function (23) nullifies the left-hand side of (22) for every z t K(0,1). We are going to find for which z the right--hand side of (22) 
